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CDRecord is part of the cdrtools package created by Jorg Schilling. 
https://sourceforge.net/projects/cdrtools/

It is a free alternative program to using paid-for software such as Toast. CDRecord is a command line 
utility, so you need to be a little bit comfortable using the Terminal program in Mac OSX. The terminal 
is the macs way to access internal Unix components using a command line.

1) In the Applications>Utilities Folder you'll find the Terminal program. Double-click it to launch it.

2) In the Finder navigate to the cdrtools folder.

3) Click on cdrecord and drag and drop it into the Terminal window.

4) Type in " -scanbus" (without the quotation marks and hit enter. It will display the 'device' number of 
your DVDR/CDR drive. It is usually "1,0,0". 

6) Copy and paste the text here (everything between the quotes) changing the numbers after 'dev=' if 
they are different: "dev=1,0,0 -multi -tao -xa1 -speed=4 -eject"

7) Find the iso files (plain file, SBInducer, or other) main file (the larger of the 2 files) in the Finder; now 
drag and drop the file into the Terminal window. It should look something like this: 

8) Place a blank CD in your drive, if prompted by the Finder choose to 'Ignore' the CD.

9) Highlight the Terminal program and hit enter. It will count down 9 seconds before starting. It may 
take 5-10minutes to burn (or less).

10) After the burn is done, skim over the text output in the Terminal window. 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/cdrtools/


If it mentions an 'Error: Could not burn CD' or anything similar than something went wrong.

11) Push the CD back in the drive, again if any program requests anything, click 'Ignore'.

12)Drag and drop the 'cdrecord' file into the Terminal window again.

13) Copy and paste into the Terminal window everything here in quotes, again making sure the 'dev=' 
number is correct "dev=1,0,0 -tao -xa1 -speed=4 -eject"

14) Drag and drop the second iso into the Terminal window. It will be the smaller of the files.

15) Hit enter and watch it go.

Additional Info:
* You can change the number after 'speed=' if you want to burn the CD faster, 4 is the safest speed, 
and 10 is the max safest speed. Higher than that may work but I cannot guarantee it.

* The iso files should be in 'MULTITRAC XA' format. If it is not, cdrecord might error, or it might still 
write said files. It is unknown (to me) if this method will work on .cdi or .gdi files.

* If you get an error, it is most likely that the iso files are not the correct type. CDRecord is pretty self 
contained, one of the few possible issues could be with a files' permissions, which I do not have the 
time to go into here.


